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“Same, But Different” 

By Sierra Chavis-Conner 

All humans are the same. All with the same rights; rights to love and be loved; to pursue 

their happiness; to be free and equal. 

 

However, all humans are different, whether it be sexual orientation, race, gender, or religion.   

We all want to express ourselves.  We are all different, but we have the rights to embrace our 

differences, and to be proud of our differences. 

 

No human should fear losing their life when met with the ones who are supposed to protect 

them.  But, the ones with darker skin tone fear the day they are pulled over for going 5 miles 

over the limit.  All because the cops have a previous misconception that puts these innocent 

people’s lives in danger.  They should be proud to be born like this, not fear the              

consequences of their differences in skin tone. 

 

No person should be afraid for their life when expressing their gender identity or sexual  

orientation, just because someone else doesn’t agree. Transgender women should not fear 

leaving their house because they weren’t born a female. They should be proud to express 

their comfort in their gender, but their comfort causes discomfort and fear in others. 

 

A Muslim woman shouldn’t be afraid to wear her hijab into an airport.  She should be excited 

to go on her family vacation, instead of dreading the moment she gets pulled aside because 

of her religious beliefs. She should look forward to bringing her child on his first flight,     

instead of fearing the comments that are made; false preconceptions. 

 

All humans are the same. All are equal, with skin and bones, blood and a heart. But, all     

humans are different.  We should be able to embrace our differences and to be proud of our  

differences. 

 

Without fear.  

In and out 

In and out 

My head to the ground 

A knee pressed into my neck 

In and out 

In and out 

The flashing lights blinding me 

Voices yelling over the blaring sirens 

A ringing in my ears 

In and out  

In and out 

A crowd recording and shouting 

In and out  

In and out 

I tell them I can’t breathe 

I tell them I need air 

In and out  

In and out 

Breathing is a basic human need 

They won’t stop  

They won’t let me 

In and out 

In and out 

Why am I surprised?  

I’m not a person to them 

This skin that I was born with carries the 

label of criminal to them 

I did nothing wrong 

They are supposed to protect 

But not when it comes to me and my 

brown skin 

In and out 

In and out 

My vision slowly turns black 

This is it  

In and out 

In and out 

I try one last time and shout 

I CAN’T BREATHE! 

“Breathe” 

By Saniya Tucker 

Artwork by Grayson Moss 

“Hindrances” 

By Aaliyah Terry 

The losses of our loved ones 

The tears and cries of our families  

The heartbreaks of our country 

And yet… 

We stand 

We stand tall to our hindrances 

We stand tall to our beat downs and  

breakdowns  

For we are human… 

However 

Does being human really matter? 

Does having the same color of blood really matter? 

Does having the same thoughts and dreams really matter? 

Does having the same feelings and lifestyle really matter? 

Do deaths caused by fellow humans really matter? 

If they do… 

Which ones? 

Do I have to choose? 

The right or the left? 

The up or the down? 

The dark or the light? 

The black or the white? 

“Injustice” 

By Katie Smith 

Injustice is wrong 

However, so popular 

Though it helps no one 

Why is hate a thing? 

When we could instead have peace 

And harmony too 
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Artwork by Gayle Boyd 

“Dissipating” 

By James Glasgow III 

 The word dissipating means the act of disappearing or cause to disappear. In this 

painting, you can see two figures disappearing more and more in each frame. I see this as a            

representation of love. Two people try to find such a thing and sometimes force it into a   

definition of its own. Love is a powerful feeling, which no one person can depict on its own.  

 This painting symbolizes the fate before their own eyes, as everything can end before 

it even starts. Time is key to everything, and if you rush the timetable of love, it can fade 

away.  However, as the saying goes, “One man’s trash is another man’s treasure.” That love 

you seek will not always seem to be out of grasp, but also the lover you once pursued will 

never find another to complete the task. It is all a part of life and how you handle it will be 

the deciding factor.  

 This painting leaves you with an empty feeling or a void perhaps. Same sometimes 

happens with a partner.  You are left with that everlasting feeling that maybe something is 

missing. You go on for months, even years, coping with this fact.  Living with the underlying 

arguments, falling out and separation periods. This is where you reach the second frame. 

The relationship, at this point, feels like a blur. You sit there, wondering about the dreaded 

fact that maybe you have wasted those important years of life chasing something that was 

not meant to be caught. This is the factor that very much needs to be brought to the light,  

but you continue to ignore it. You drag yourself through more years with this partner. It 

comes with a whole lot of good but a lot of bad as well. Finally, you decide enough is 

enough.  You feel it is time you put your foot down. You bring to the table the elephant in 

the room that neither of you want to address. In return, you are met with a bigger deception 

you could ever imagine when you attempt to leave. You have now entered the third frame.  

All of the lies and the mistreatment come to the surface.  Just like that, it all ties into one, 

and you are left with that void. The same feeling you receive when you look at this painting. 

All is gone in one single moment.  

“The Pull of the Storm” 

By Catherine Akhvlediani 

The storm is coming, we feel it rolling close 

The winds are strong, and rage is their host 

The land will crumble, the waves will crash 

The sky will darken, but here we will stand 

The people are fleeing, calling out in fear 

Young ones are shaking, releasing their tears 

Here we are standing above the crashing waves 

Here we will remain, for the last of our days 

We have no intent to flee, my companion and I 

For if we ran, where would we hide? 

The storm, as mighty and stern as it is 

Is really no match for the hate people give  

We stand here together, with love in our hearts 

Embrace hope and peace, till death do us part 

As the storm howls closer, we hold no despair 

Perhaps the rage of the wind was never truly there 

People will rip and tear and pull, if only they understood 

They divide themselves more than a storm ever could 

We stand above the waves, clasping our hands together 

The storm will die with us, our souls joined forever  

“Me” 

By Jamison Welch 

Our story begins here. By the lake. A sunset paints the sky. A man and a woman 

simply enjoying the moment. And then, there is me. Undoubtedly, I am there, as I am in 

many places. I see what is there. Two people embracing a time and place that is peaceful 

and untouched by the world around them. They sit. They rest. They relax and forget. They 

forget the troubles, and they forget the stress. They forget the loss, and they forget the 

pain. It is bliss, for them. But, in an instant, it is gone. They are gone. This place, the lake 

and the sky, so kissed by the setting sun. It is all gone. Where did it go? Away. These people 

are long gone from here. They, like many others, have found me in other places. But, they 

left me then, too. They have known love and loss. The place faded. The lake dried, the      

mountains rose, and the valleys fell. The sky was splashed with new colors. But, here I     

remain.  Undoubtedly, I am still here, as I am many places. Simply watching. Seeing the rise 

and the fall. Seeing time smear together around me as ages pass and eons fade. Empires 

thrive and crumble, the same as before. But, the story remains the same. I am here. Soon 

enough another pair will come to join me. Maybe here. Maybe not. They will join me in a 

peaceful place. They will forget all their troubles and worries. But, they too, will slip away. 

Leaving only me. Only me. Me.  
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“Annabella’s Missing” 

By Jack Lamey 

Her spirits had told her otherwise. 

 Annabella looked at the evil eye, its luminous figure glowing in the dark night sky. 

The eye would soon be hers. The eye she could reach to give herself the powers she had only 

heard of in her wildest dreams. She could achieve her desires by just grabbing the object. 

Alysia had told her to not interfere with her own righteousness. 

 “You are ready, loved one!” Alysia had said beforehand. “You have completed all the    

obstacles and training necessary to make the clear transition from human to god. All you 

must do now is grab the eye located on the highest of hills, at the most obscure point in the 

night, when no one else is watching. The touch of your hand to the eye will symbolize evil’s 

triumph over good. But, I shall warn you, my dear, to not let your inner conscious interfere 

with goal the you have worked ever so hard on to complete. Kindness and generosity will try 

to overcome that which is greed and evil, but you can show the world that darkness always 

prevails.” 

 Annabella gazed upon her cold body. She caught sight of her exhausted hands, her 

sore elbows, and her dysfunctional ankles. This was the moment she had been waiting for. A 

few months ago, she had formed cahoots with Alysia, the goddess of the dark. She had been 

raised solely off of the morally wrong. As a baby, Annabella was only fed raw vegetables in 

the foster care home she where she lived. When she grew to be around ten years of age, that 

home   enrolled her in a fight club where children neglected by the world could seek revenge 

on the cruelty they had faced by violently attacking any passing stranger. Annabella was no 

stranger to the face of evil. She had only gotten through life with the purest of dark        

emotions stoned in her heart. Every sunny day she stayed shut in her lodging to brainstorm 

new ideas for conflicts between humanity and plagues to inevitably haunt those who were 

charitable. At last, parts of the life she had suffered for all her life could bestow misery for all 

mortals.  

 Back on the top of the hill, Annabella could clearly glimpse the evil eye staring back at 

her, just as she had expected from Alysia’s instructions. Ending the work of God to create a 

kind-natured environment in the world was all she had ever wanted. Annabella tiptoed across 

the rocky gravel of the hill’s pavement, her heart racing, legs flying, and her arms reaching 

out to grab her prize.  

 It was only after a few minutes of enjoyment that Annabella suddenly froze in place. 

An unexpected phenomenon had happened that she could not explain. Boils started to pop 

up all over her skin. Her face began to disintegrate into flesh and bones, and she felt her feet 

becoming stale. She could not even bring herself to comprehend the sights of the next 

event. The woman became surrounded by two exact replicas of herself, both reaching for the 

same ball that continued to sit in its place, unmoved by the howling wind and the fretful rain 

pouring down. One of the replicas then grabbed the ball from its position and held it to her 

chest, like a mother cradling a newborn. “Annabella!” she screamed. “You may not know me, 

but I have stuck with you your entire life. I have frowned upon all of your choices, from     

always choosing violence as the solution to your problems, wreaking havoc on the world        

because of your experiences!” 

 “You don’t know me!” Annabella shouted back. “You know the girl you want me to be, 

you  pathetic mouthed lout!  I have no time for imposters on my special day. Give me the evil 

eye, right now, so I can join 

the gods in becoming the 

woman I always wanted to 

be: One who could restore 

the face of the Earth 

through pure evil! I’m sorry 

to have to break it to you 

this way, but from          

tomorrow on, the innocent 

people of the world will be 

transformed into        

bloodthirsty hooligans! 

Now get off of my tail     

before I break you.” But the   

doppelganger said nothing. 

She looked at the other 

replica with raised         

eyebrows, and the replica 

simply nodded and        

disappeared. Annabella, 

however, did not have time 

for foolish games. She 

wanted the eye that could 

make her become one of 

the most powerful beings 

in the universe. She could 

not  understand why two 

more of her had bothered 

to interfere with her special 

night, nor did she take the 

time to question the     

powers and spirit of the        

replicas. All she did was charge. With every little bit of strength in her, she sprinted towards 

the doppelganger holding the evil eye, and transitioned to a jump to snatch the evil eye and 

push the filthy spirit from the cliff. But, in a split millisecond before she snatched the eye 

from the replica’s hand, the replica disappeared. Annabella did not have time to recall what 

had happened before she fell off the cliff in a frenzy, becoming no more than a body         

engulfed by leaves and the dead carcasses of rats, squirrels, and raccoons. She, or what was 

left of her, had lost.  

 “Girls!” The mom shouted from across the deck of the swimming pool. “That’s enough 

time spent on the diving board! My goodness, if you jump when someone is still trying to go 

to the ladder, you could hurt yourself! Alyssa, give poor Annabella her ball back! I cannot 

spend five more minutes watching you fools wrestle in the deep end of the pool over a     

stupid ball! Do you know the pool hasn’t been cleaned yet today? There could be all sorts of 

disgusting stuff at the bottom of  that pool!”  

 At the bottom of the pool, sitting inside of the drain was the red eye, looking to infect 

the hearts of innocent children with pure evil. 

Artwork by Layla Davis 
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Artwork by Larrabee Ellenberg 

“Voices”  

By Kyra Grindley  

“A” woke up to find herself in a bathtub of black water, along with a pounding       

headache, an intense feeling of nausea and countless voices telling him to leave the room it 

was in promptly. Some of the voices were kind, sweet, and loving.  

“Come on, Honey. You have to get out.”  

With others insulting it for not being quick enough, yelling at it, “How many times do 

we have to tell you? Do you not know how to get up and leave? Are you that pathetic?”  

The voices just got louder and louder. “A” couldn’t tell if the voices were from outside 

of the room or from his head, but it was clear that it wasn’t supposed to be there. After     

getting out of the tub she realized that he had been soaked in coffee from a large mug in the 

corner of the room, next to an umbrella and a gigantic apple. After they took a step back and 

looked around it noticed a rat bigger than the mug she had just been in, with the arms and 

legs of a human. The voices in their head had gotten louder in the time that she had gotten 

out of the mug, telling it to get out of the room, but after a quick glance he noticed that there 

were no doors only two windows. “A” opened one of them and noticed that he was too high 

up to jump without breaking something, or possibly losing its life, but the voices didn’t care. 

Getting louder and louder “Jump, jump, jump” the voices said so confidently as if this was the 

only way out.  

“A” was skeptical but wanted the madness to stop, “Maybe if I jump they’ll save me.  

Maybe they’ll stop,” she said.  His heart was racing and the thumping added to the noises he 

heard. It started to climb onto the edge of the window.  

 “YES YES YES!” the voices said yelling, almost screaming.  

 “NOW!” said one of the voices, louder and deeper that the others, and with that “A”  

jumped. The farther they were from that room the less voices it heard, the quieter the voices 

got, and the harder her heart pounded. He could feel the blood flood her ears, as it got closer 

to the ground. Then the momentum suddenly stopped. The thumping stopped. The feeling 

stopped. The voices stopped.  

“Forgotten Memories” 

By Sydney Devlin 

 His eyes sparkle, his teeth shine, his skin glows, and my heart is merrily singing.  His 

arm pulls me in tight, his breath comforts me, and I can feel his heart beating softly. We 

grasp each other for warmth, he smiles, I smile, and I can hear the church bells ringing. We 

laugh, we hug, he inches closer, he leans in, he’s nervous, and he shows me the most   

beautiful ring; it was costly. 

 We were at the duck pond, my favorite place, I can’t remember exactly the date.  It 

was summer, not spring, we got married a month later, and said “I do” with joy.  I was   

nervous to marry him, his family didn’t approve, so I showed up quite late.  My father    

convinced me to go through with it, or was it my brother?  

 Who are you again? I have a husband? You must be mistaken. There’s no way I’m 

married. Where is John? He’s my fiancé, I need him here.  Could you help me find where he 

went? You’re not him! You’re an imposter!  Officer, officer!  I need help! I’ve been tricked.  

What’s going on? Why are you in my house?  What is this thing?  Why are you crying? 

“Oppression” 

By Emily Clark 

 Every time I died I came back to life. It was an endless cycle as far as I was aware, and 

I always retained my past memories. I wasn’t smart, but I had repeated life so many times, I 

couldn’t be anything else but brilliant. I was different genders and I was every color under 

the sun. Sometimes I was born noble.  Sometimes I was as poor as the dirt I walked on. 

Sometimes I died before my life could begin. I was born oppressed.  I was born with every 

privilege.  I was born perfectly average. Even though technology evolved, many things did 

not.   

 As time went on, it became easier to accept what I was born with. I would live again,         

gloriously. There was no need to rush things.  What did one life matter? It took many      

hundreds of years before I wondered about others. What did those born oppressed do when 

they would die and never live again? Their only life was squandered by others; when they 

had no chance of overcoming their circumstances. Even if one did, what about all the      

others? It would scare me, knowing my only life is rigged against me. Of course, that would 

be my only fear, since every time I die, I come back to life.  
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“My Experience”  

By Abi Good 

She stared at a river before 

Knowing it could take her 

People on that screen saw 

Happiness 

It is a façade 

Did you know that? 

Is she ever really truly sad in the 

world’s eyes? 

Until she lets the river take her 

But  

Him 

He saw 

He saved her 

She held a knife in her closet 

Last June 

The river of red could take her 

Then her phone rang 

It went away 

It’s in the depths where it belongs 

And he’s still here 

He saved her 

5.13.20 

Artwork by Abi Good 

“Isolation” 

By Russell Jones 

 Emma and I are excited for this new step in our lives. We’ve recently moved from a 

small town Summerville, located in South Carolina, to a private lake area in North Carolina. 

The weather up here is nice, although it is a bit more windy and cold than we are previously 

accustomed. I worry that the more time we spend here, the more we are becoming isolated 

from the world.    

Sometimes Emma will spend a lot of time alone, and she hasn't been communicating 

about what’s really going on in her life. I feel as though my social skills have just              

disappeared because I never go out. Most of my days are spent waking up early in the    

morning and going for a short run, reading a book in the hammock, or going out on the 

boat, either alone or with Emma, when she feels up to it. I feel as though the lake house has 

changed me, but not nearly as much as it has changed Emma.  My feelings for others and 

compassion that I once had are gone. I spend my days doing the same activities with no real 

meaning in life. Sadly, Emma’s situation is even worse.  

We have both spiraled down the pathway of depression, and the journey out is hard. 

I’m not sure what I am supposed to do. On the loving friend side, I feel as though I need to 

take responsibility for Emma. But, I don’t know if I can because I am so lost myself. One 

thing is certain, the feeling of being cared for is gone. I need to find my way back to how I 

was before we moved to this strange, lonely place. I thought I made the right decision, but it 

has turned out to be a horrible mistake. I feel as though I’m a puppet, and someone is    

controlling my every move, and making me suffer as long as I can. If I can ever find          

motivation to live again, that is the day my life will be reborn.  

I feel it all falling apart 

The stability is rotting within my mind 

There are no boundaries 

No place to call my own 

There is only her 

I can feel those thoughts coming rapidly 

She is the only option; she has to be right 

Because if she is not, that means I’m wrong 

And, at this point, I can’t afford to be wrong 

She feels right, at least I want her to feel 

right 

The wave of fear rushes over me 

The fear that she will realize I’m lying 

The fear that maybe I’m wrong 

I fall to my knees, hoping to find comfort 

Hoping that I would just keep falling 

Maybe then, I’ll find the ability to be right 

Because at this point, I can’t afford to be 

wrong 

   -Him 

“Her” 

By Samuel McConnell 

My dear friend, 

 For many years, you have been sad over your parents passing. You have been      

devastated over your boyfriend leaving you repeatedly. Today, you sit in the middle of     

nowhere, smoking a cigarette with your head down in a puddle of tears, which blend right 

in with the rain falling from up above. From here, I can see that you cannot live without 

your addiction. You have thought of taking your own life. You think of your life is unlivable, 

so you turn to the substances to dull out the emotional pain; the substances that will surely 

kill you one day.  

 For weeks now, I have been watching you.  All I ask of you, all I want for you is to 

leave this horrible addiction behind.  If you don’t, I fear you shall be like the ones who have 

died before you.  You are not a soul who has lost against the battle. There is time to turn 

your addiction around before you head down a road of worse substances, and getting 

caught up with the wrong crowd. You can do this. I believe in you. 

  

 Love, 

Amy Arellano-Alvarez 
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“Silhouettes” 

By Shari Franco-Mendez 

Animals are silhouettes  

A shadow in our image  

Jealousy wrapping us up  

Like paper from a cigarette 

Seeing their natural beauty  

As a sour taste of lemon 

 

We want their skin just for kicks   

The pitter patter heard  

Running from our reach  

We load our metal sticks  

Shadows seeking shelter  

Artwork by Katie Bauer 

“Dear Animals of the World“ 

By Sophia Voulgaris 

Dear Animals, 

      To every species, I am sorry. I am sorry for the pain and suffering we have caused to 

you. You have been hurt too many times to count.  While it may not feel this way, it pains 

many humans when we see the damage done to your populations.  Even though our species 

is a danger to you and hurt you, there are some that want to help you. There are             

organizations to stop the criminals, and there are charities to help protect you.  Even so, it 

pains me to say that there are some of us that cannot stop trophy hunting, destroying your 

habitats, and killing you for your furs and skins.  People are still rallying others and coming 

to your defense.  Steps are being taken to ensure that you are not eradicated.  We will one 

day reach a place in the world where we can live in peace. However, that will take time. I 

just hope you will be around when it finally does happen. 

 

Yours Truly, 

Humans 

So you say you love animals 

But if you really loved them 

Would you throw your plastic in the sea? 

Or make room by cutting down a tree? 

The animals aren’t going to come back 

If not for us they wouldn’t be 

Fading from existence 

So now we must save them 

It is time now for you to help 

Save this earth 

And all the animals on it 

They are fading from existence 

Faster and faster 

“Fading from Existence” 

By Sara Jacobs 

In this white room  

Wanting to be bleached 

Shadows falling 

Leaving red puddles of ink 

Humans never capable of stalling  

Began bathing in blood for a drink 

 

Red rooms only to be seen 

No more graceful shadows  

Only evil figurines  

We hide on a white floor that gleams 

Never to show behind-the-scenes  

“Recipe for Keeping Animals From Fading from Existence” 

By Sara Jacobs 

Ingredients:  

• 1 large trash bag 

• Many reusable containers 

• 1 recycling bin 

• 1 tree sapling or seed 

 

Directions:  

1. Go to a local beach. Pick up all the trash you see and put it in the trash 

bag. 

2. Separate plastic bottles and place them in your recycling bin.  

3. Do not use single serve containers.  Use reusable containers.  When you 

cannot avoid it, reuse and recycle. 

4. Repeat steps 1-3 for your entire life.  

5. Plant your sapling. Do this at least once a year. 
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“Katherine” 

By Elizabeth Moore 

Artwork by Katie Bauer 

If Katherine had known in the past what she would have turned into, perhaps she 

would have tried to prevent it. But the past is in the past, and in the present-day Katherine 

wanted more. It had been five years since she had done the unthinkable. Five years since the 

beginning of her transformation. Five years since she used black magic. It was forbidden of 

course. Using that kind of magic is extremely dangerous to the mind of the user. Although 

Katherine was not changed physically, she certainly had changed. I could see it myself. 

 In 1915, Katherine Mantel was born.  She had long black hair that was always worn 

down, and bright blue eyes that shined like the sea in the sun.  No one knows of Katherine 

using black magic.  They only know that a once outgoing, beautiful human being seemed  

anything but that now.  Although the same, her eyes seemed less blue. Perhaps using the 

magic drained all the enchanting sparkle from under them.  Her once shiny, flowing black 

hair was now put up untidily into a low bun, with a few curled strands falling down. It was 

1932 when Katherine started using the forbidden magic. Her mother had just died giving 

birth to their baby brother, leaving the baby to Katherine and her younger sister Katie.     

Katherine’s father had died when she was young, the children never really knew him. Her 

mother’s death took a great toll on Katherine. Her mother was the one who raised Katherine.  

Katherine blamed the baby for her mother’s death. Her hatred started small, refusing to hold 

him or touch him. However, hatred slowly started to become stronger. She convinced her   

sister that she was ready to help take care of him. But, at night, when Katherine was in 

charge of feeding the baby, she would let him starve until the next morning, when Katie 

would feed him. Katherine despised him so much that she was determined to kill him, and 

she did just that.  

I won’t go into the horrid details, but it was only possible with the help of black    

magic. Katie ran away from their home scared of what her sister would do next. Ever since 

the day of the killing, Katherine has been different. Her only home that she ever lived is now 

also the same home where her sister killed her brother. I am convinced that she has told   

herself that what she did was necessary, and that people would understand. But, she must 

not truly believe that since she never spoke of what she did to anybody.  You may be      

wondering why I know of the reason behind Katherine’s metamorphosis: and that would be 

because I was there. I’m Katie Mantel, and I will never return to the place I once called home. 

There is no more of the loving Katherine I knew, just a less lively version of her that is truly 

dead inside. 

“Battle Scars” 

By Anna Chapman  

She keeps a strong face on the outside 

With a broken one on the inside 

 

The clouds have felt dark and gloomy things 

Just like her 

 

Her page is torn into two 

One side where she keeps it all together 

The other filled with demons  

 

She thought, “Can this knife piece me together?” 

The knife could do its best at succeeding 

Everyone knows she is struggling 

But she is left to let her help herself 

 

She does not appreciate this 

The brokenness and loneliness 

 

It saddens her deeply 

She does not know what to do 

 

Her battle scars show directly 

Like a guilty person 

Attempting to prove her innocence 
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Artwork by Layla Davis 

 The sky is always gray in London. Only recently had it even been considered that we 

stop poisoning our skies, and it had dwindled only slightly. I didn’t see the point,            

particularly. The weather was horrible, too. Plus, the less-than-cheery disposition of a 

passerby didn’t help. Altogether, it was a pain to make it to the end of every day. 

 The walk to work was harder than normal today. It seemed to stretch on longer and 

was more uphill. The lanterns seemed dimmer than usual. Work was in an awful state of  

affairs, what with the unstable government. When I arrived home, even it seemed less        

welcoming, cold blowing through cracks in the window, and the fire extinguishing itself. I 

went to sleep in a rush. 

 The walk to work took at least 20 minutes longer than yesterday. I saw buildings I 

didn’t recognize. How could that happen to a road so fast? Why was the clock at a perfectly 

normal time when I finally arrived? The sky seemed dimmer, almost crushing down on the 

tops of buildings. Never have I been so happy to lock my doors as I returned home. 

 The next day, the walk to work took far too long. It was as if I was trekking across 

miles upon miles uphill. The fog is thick enough to slow a person down, and the sky blends 

into it. The lanterns cannot be seen. Why haven’t the others at work mentioned this?  Is it 

witchcraft? I would sound crazy to mention it. I escaped safely home. 

 The fog presses against my door.  I no longer recognize the scenery around me. Not 

that it really matters, as I can’t see more than two feet in front of me. I walked and walked. 

Work was a welcome relief. I was sad to leave the others, horrid as they all are. Later I      

arrived home, slamming the door, placing mats and rugs near cracks to preserve the limited 

heat, and to drive away the fog and darkness. 

 I was unable to light a fire this morning. The fog creeps through the doors, and     

oozes through the windows. I cannot hear others. I ran to work blind, taking twice as long 

as yesterday. The others are still here. When I venture home, I can’t escape the feeling of 

dread, and the crushing, heavy sky. Sleep is the only way out. 

 When will this end? Will I live alone forever? Will I never hear the chatter in streets, or 

see another person smile? I do not know how long the travel to work takes. There are no 

others. What was the point? Should I return home? Can I make it? The fog swirls, looking  

innocent, like a simple dreary day. A simple, dreary day. Nothing awaits me at home. No 

one awaits me at home. I sit. I wait. For anything. What else is there to do? 

“Dreadful Day” 

By Emily Clark 

“Isolation” 

By Sam Norris 

There’s something strangely comforting about 

isolation 

No one to worry about 

No one to disappoint  

Just a flow of endless thoughts 

Penetrating enough to keep me occupied for 

days, weeks  

There came a point where I realized  

Going outside of my headspace would just lead 

to more issues  

Rather than solving them 

I need time to decipher these endless feelings 

of sorrow 

Releasing myself to the outside world before 

it’s my time  

Would be as painful as pouring saltwater on an 

open wound 

I would just be back to square one 

All alone 

Waiting for the thoughts to stop 

I can’t do that to myself anymore 

Not again 

So, when I ask, “Is it my time?” 

I find the question nonsensical  

I’ve never been ready at times before  

What makes me conclude that this time is 

different?  

It wouldn’t be any different  

Leaving solitude is brave 

Something I’m not 

The soothing comfort of isolation  

Is enough to keep me here 

Just a little while longer 
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Artwork by Aja Beck 

November 30, 2020 

Dear Gender Discriminators, 

      You took advantage of me, and changed 

me into a dismantled, broken, shattered,        

depressed, and anxious human being. You 

achieved that by putting my body and looks first, 

and then focused on problems that mattered  

only to you. When I changed something about 

my appearance, you saw it as disgusting.  The 

rest of society saw me too, and said that I    

needed to be put in my place, and learn respect 

because I should know what is expected of me. 

You watched as society stabbed my mouth with 

the sharpest needles to stitch my mouth shut 

with the thread of comfort. “Comfort” was me 

being promised that when I learned to be       

normal, I would be accepted as normal, worthy, 

and important. For society, I did as they wanted.  

I shut my eyes tight, not because of the needles 

that pierced my mouth, nor from the people 

cheering for more needles. Shutting my eyes 

helped me to escape from the cruel reality I was 

living in.   

 When I open my eyes again to see the 

people cheering to inflict more pain upon me, there were some who were not cheering. Among 

those thousands of people, I see some children’s eyes filled with determination; those who want 

to stand up and tell me to be myself. But, they are held back by words and threats, saying that 

they would end up like me.  

 Years later, I open my eyes again to see all the children grown up.  However, their eyes 

are not filled with determination anymore.  They are filled with disgust as they look at me. They 

are now the ones cheering for more needles instead of their parents.  They are the ones     

laughing and pointing, instead of crying and covering their eyes.  They were taken over by you.  

 In the group of grown up children, there are a few that have eyes that are still half-filled 

with determination, but the other half of the eye is empty. Seeing this go on for years and years, 

they have become completely numb to it.  They know it is going to happen over and over again.  

They know that most people will not listen or change at all. Why speak up when you are one  

person in the crowd of thousands that disagree with you?  

 You can speak up because I stood up in front of those thousands of people, and removed 

the threads from my mouth one by one. As the crowd laughed, knowing that I would not       

succeed, I looked up with no more thread binding my mouth, making everyone fall silent, with 

all eyes on me. Among the silence, I said proud and clear: 

 “I am a victim of gender discrimination along with others who may have not known it or 

do know it.  There will be no more people being restricted to express themselves        

because of a gender.  No more people fighting for their rights, feeling worthless         

because of their gender.  No more people not feeling accepted into society like me. 

Now that you know what gender discrimination is, take a stand with me, and break 

the barrier, along with others craving to end this problem.” 

 Gender discrimination can start as early as the adolescence. Research has shown that 

when comparing teen boys, those who endorse strong gender stereotypes are more likely to 

admire girls’ bodies and are more likely to make sexual comments to girls.  To help reduce 

the risk of gender discrimination from happening, the CDC states, “Because gender          

stereotypes are such a powerful risk factor, in relation to sexual violence, we need         

strategies that influence both male and female gender norms.”  

               Plastered on billboards when driving by, labels for the boys' and girls' sections in 

stores, roles in movies where the girl is completely helpless, and the boy is supposed to 

come and save her. Trying to stop people from labeling what apparently should be for a boy 

and a girl is the biggest barrier. Gender stereotypes are tricky because stereotypes are still            

perpetuated in realms like media and entertainment.  Eliminating gender discrimination is 

not impossible. The only way it's possible is if we join together to try and stop it in some 

way, preventing it from happing even more.  

The effect of gender labeling by most of the society leads to one of a final concern: 

gender expectations. PerryUndem, a research and polling firm, conducted a survey that   

illustrated many girls said sexism was still a problem. Yet, in many ways, they felt            

empowered. According to this same survey, girls were slightly more likely than boys to say 

being a leader was a very important life goal, evidence of a significant shift in gender       

expectations. 

           I have presented what major issues are causing gender discrimination for many   

centuries, however I would like to speak on something more personal to me. I am not 

speaking because it has happened to me.  I am not second guessing whether this is a prob-

lem or not. I am not confusing it with something else.  My brain is not in the clouds.  I know 

gender discrimination is an issue that has completely taken over society.  Perhaps my words 

have filled your eyes with hope and determination. Hopefully, my words have filled your 

heart with the beats representing people that want to stand with you; hundreds, thousands, 

millions and   maybe billions of people. My words have led a path for you to crawl, walk, 

and run on to find new ways to stop this issue. My words come from my emotions, mind, 

soul, and body. 

           Thank you for acknowledging gender discrimination, and how gender discrimination 

can affect you, me and other people.  One thing I will expect from you after acknowledging 

this issue is that from this day on, you will know me as a person who spoke for other     

people who do not feel acknowledged and have been ignored.   

 

Sincerely 

That 17 year old teenager 

Anjel Baza Iglesias 
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Artwork by Angela Baker 

“Change in War” 

By Angela Baker 

 Injustice, as a term, is the violation of a right or of the rights of another; unfairness; 

an unjust act; wrong. When looking at war, all there exists is injustice. What justification is 

there for one life taking another? The ravaged lands and victims are all tied to the chain of 

injustice. It is a complete violation to rights of those who wish to live peacefully uninvolved: 

the children.  There is an unjust unfairness for children, having their adolescence stripped 

from them, by the acts of war. 

Breathing through a gas mask, still feeling the burn of the air, knowing of the          

unfortunate fact that the mask can’t truly deal with the toxins, seems like cruel metaphor for 

a child’s life in such times. How can it NOT be seen as injustice that children are forced to 

adapt to such cruelties?  Having to use forms of fantasy to cope through these realities,  

turning air raid  sirens into games of hide and seek; turning the not-so-distant sounds of 

guns into a game of soldier.  

Just like the false façade of nature recovering through the ruins of nuclear waste, 

these children are still riddled with disease, shortening what should be an ample lifespan. 

What is just in perpetuating cancers, defects, disease, and deaths? What is lost in the cracks 

when war is at the forefront?  What, or who, are the true casualties? It is the children.      

Children are forced to normalize their fear and restrictions, while those unaffected take our    

average livelihoods for granted, as war rages on.  

The warped perspective of these adolescents’ lives, forced into a lifestyle of war, falls 

to the same injustice, where basic commodities and comforts become that of fiction. How 

does one live without a stable home, a solid family, or fear of tomorrow with a wish of today 

or yesterday to remain? The reality of the devastation created by this violence needs to be 

recognized, not only by those directly involved, but to anyone adjacent or even vaguely     

related. The gravitation of war is massive and those it impacts are underestimated. Those 

who glorify it leave others to fall in the cracks of its abuse. 

The flames of war burn 

Hell’s fire rains down upon 

They perish meekly 

“The Tragedy of War”  

By Riley Simons 

The world is aflame 

With the war that claims many 

Such a tragedy 

The innocent die 

The corrupt gain ever more 

Pointless war takes all 

Artwork by Diego Thrasher 

“Build Bridges Not Walls” 

By Burns Hill 

You start with a foundation 

The beginning of a nation 

Depending on the person  

Who makes the decision 

You can have unity or division 

 

Build bridges not walls  

And the refugees will walk 

And through the spring,      

summer and fall  

The People will talk 

 

With bridges to follow  

And no walls to stop 

They will not wallow 

And go straight for the top 

 

Build bridges not walls  

And the refugees will walk 

And through the spring,      

summer and fall  

The people will talk 

 

Pick them up from the gutter 

Take them off the streets 

Give them food filled with love 

And they will rise above 
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“Death” 

By Jameze Hopkins 

Death is life's greatest mystery.  What happens when our soul leaves our body is the most     

important question that plagues the human mind. The answer will affect how we live our 

lives.  The world is troubled with the question of what comes after this.  When we are faced 

with the death of a friend or relative, we are stunned with grief.  We don't understand why 

he was here and now he is not. Where did he go? Where does his spirit go?  The truth is that 

our soul knows its eternal nature. If we ask our souls this question, we will find that we 

what have always known. We are that of eternity. 

Artwork by Juliet Jones 

“Paraphrase of Death”    

 by Teigan Edwards 

Welcome to the overture 

The cloak and dagger Louverture 

Inspiration of my nom de plume 

The dance of death in rhythmic tune  

The shadows of stars long gone by 

Hanging trepid in the sky 

Their watchful eyes on us do rake 

For they alone decide our fate 

 

Take the dagger; slash it once 

Through the face and its cold emotion   

Though it does convey the nuance 

Its downfall has been set in motion 

 

Can you see my imperfections? 

My façade is cracking 

Staring at the reflection 

Of things I’ve been masking 

 

I try so hard to hide 

Wearing my disguise 

Can you see in my eyes? 

The thoughts of suicide 

 

Nothing to do 

But stand alone 

 

Wondering why 

I want to die 

Let thoughts leave your head and 

take shape of ominous smoke 

Let your limbs go numb and 

breathe  

Breathe out 

“7 8 9” 

Breathe in 

Reach up 

Breathe out 

“10” 

And finally you are free   

“Standing on the Edge” 

By Juliet Jones 

Burn it to the hills on high 

To the dark stars in the sky 

Reveal the skeleton beneath the skin 

Where the black-eyed ravens grin 

 

Where once were clouds and silver hair 

There now is a black and deathly stare 

And from the darkness comes the tune 

And from the stare my nom de plume  

 

Welcome to the overture 

The cloak and dagger Louverture 

Hold tight to all you know for now 

For here the truth is known to prowl 

  

“How to Leave Your Body: A Step By Step Tutorial” 

By Anonymous  

“1, 2, 3”  

Breathe in 

There are times when the quiet things        

become the loudest  

When the comfort becomes uncomfortable 

When the world beneath your feet crumbles 

And all you can do is leave 

Breathe out 

“4 5 6” 

Breathe in 

Leave the world 

Let yourself fall 
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I’ve been squished in this itty bitty box for years, with my limbs crumpled into its 

sides, eyes hanging overhead and watching my every move.  I couldn’t tell you exactly 

when I was shoved into this box, but I know I’ve spent most of my life crushed up against 

its walls like an old soda can. 

Was it middle school when it happened? I was in sixth grade, at 11 years of age.  I 

was walking down the street, wearing a T-shirt and basketball shorts that I thought had 

pretty colors.  Some men drove by and screeched exactly what they were thinking about 

my scarcely pubescent body.  I memorized their plate like I had been told, just in case, 

before I ran home.  I never finished my walk.  I never said a word.  It was clearly my fault 

for walking down the street. 

Maybe it was earlier than middle school.  Perhaps it was when a family friend, 

who’s known me since I was born, flashed a big bright smile and told a joke about how I 

should start flashing adult men.  Whenever I needed something for free, of course.       

Everyone laughed and my face burned.  I was shushed when I tried to speak, dismissing 

my discomfort, which was insignificant compared to everyone’s fun.  So now, I always 

have homework when he invites us over. 

No, it must’ve been earlier. It must have been the summer, right after elementary 

school. A few friends were over.  I went to my room for a moment alone, but was         

apparently followed by a boy older than me by a few years, taller by a few feet.  But, old 

enough to understand the consequences of his actions.  Old enough to decide not to 

care.  He just watched me like a hyena watches a carcass, followed by him asking if I 

knew how big my chest was.  He said I should show him.  I, of course, said no, but he 

kept getting closer. And closer. And closer.  I fled my own room like a rat fleeing a freight 

train.  It made me afraid to be in my own home, and when I tried to tell someone, they 

said I was just “being dramatic.”  Maybe it was my fault for daring to be alone. 

Could it have been earlier than that?  On the elementary playground?  Where a      

snot-nosed kid ran up and grabbed my developing chest and laughed like I was some    

action figure he was playing with.  Again, I was afraid to say something. I thought I would 

get in trouble. I thought I had done something to earn it. 

 It’s impossible to pin down the exact moment I was shoved into this little box. 

There are too may tales that could be responsible for my imprisonment. They all just blur      

together in a river of shame and anger.  Maybe I’ve always been in this box, and it just 

took some time for me to finally notice.  I don’t think it matters.  All I know is that at 

some point I became a female first and a person, a child, anything else second.  A female 

body above all else. 

One day my existence stopped being my own, and I’ve been crammed into this 

box ever since. I feel like I have been robbed.  Like something has been taken from me 

that I can’t quite place.  But, my body aches and I can’t take it any longer. 

 

I want to escape. 

I want to breathe crisp air and see the shining sun. 

I want to exist for me and have it be enough. 

I want to smash this box that keeps me imprisoned. 

I want to spread my sore limbs. 

I want to be a person again, unwatched and free. 

Artwork by Larrabee Ellenberg 

“The Box” 

By Anonymous 

“Recipe for Gender Equality” 

By Grace Allen 

Ingredients: 

• Elimination of harmful practices against women and girls 

• Close the gender wage gap 

• Promote and advertise equality 

• End workplace discrimination 

• Kindness and respect 

• Create equal protection under the law 

• End gender based violence 

• Participation of all genders 

• Defy gender stereotypes  

• Support our differences  

Directions: 

1. Ponder on the topics listed above 

2. Educate yourself and learn how to speak up and use your voice 

3. Work hard to make this world a better place and give all genders a fighting chance 

4. Don’t be an innocent bystander; be an active participant 

5. Work together to create gender equality! 

“She Will Overcome” 

By Sherlyn Zamora-Moreno 

She has everything she needs within 

herself 

The world has convinced her           

otherwise  

However, she will change the world 

Fully equipped with the knowledge 

That she is capable of anything 

Anything she sets her mind to 

She will not forget who she is 
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Artwork by Gayle Boyd 

“Trash” 

By Kaitlynn Wade 

Xan was a different kind of girl. From a young age, Xan’s mother, Diana, knew she 

would grow up to be trouble. Instead of watching TV or playing with toys, Xan liked to run 

around in the mud and throw rocks at the neighbor’s window. On TV nights, The Little    

Mermaid   always replaced with NASCAR or Iron Man. It did not surprise her mother when 

Xan grew up, she decided to wear ragged jeans and flannel to school rather than the latest    

fashion trends. 

On the morning of October 26, Xan got up for school as usual. She brushed her teeth, 

took the braids out of her hair, and put in her gauges. Xan grabbed her bag and rushed   

outside to get on her bike. Xan always rode her bicycle to school. She had a car, but she  

never drove it. Her dad had given her his pickup truck before he left. It was an old Ford F150 

from the 90’s. She loved that truck, but something about the daily morning exercise and 

wind in her face compelled her to ride her bicycle every morning. Her classmates thought 

she was crazy to have a car, only to not drive it. As she biked her way to school that      

morning, she watched as the cars on the street filled the air with exhaust. She did not blame 

them for driving. They had not the time nor endurance to ride a bike. 

Xan walked into calculus AB that day and sat in the back of the class. She always sat 

in the back of the class. Not only did students in the back get less attention, but also from 

the back, she could observe the rest of the class. Xan was an observer, well at least in 

school. She found people fascinating and fun to watch. She had nothing in common with  

anyone in her school, so she found it more entertaining just to watch them. This particular 

day, the students on the left side of the classroom were seeing who could throw a wadded 

piece of paper into the furthest trashcan. Most of the wadded pieces of paper did not make 

it into the trashcan. Most of the paper ended up on the floor for the janitors to clean up. Xan 

did not much understand this activity, but she figured they did it because they were bored.  

School ended that day at 3:15. Xan had to work at 4:30, so as soon as she heard the 

bell, she rushed out of the school. She threw on her uniform shirt over the shirt she wore to 

school and walked into the auto repair shop. Xan was the best auto technician that Ricky’s 

Auto Repair Shop had ever seen. The only problem was that Xan, being sixteen, was not old 

enough to work that sort of job. Instead of fixing cars, she drove them around the lot, 

worked at the front desk, and filled out paperwork. Xan was just about to get started on the 

day’s work when a motorcycle in the corner of the shop caught her eye. She recognized this 

motorcycle as the newest Harley-Davidson Fat Boy 114. It was a beautiful bike, but the tech 

working on it looked deeply annoyed. Xan asked him what was wrong, to which he            

responded that the owner of the motorcycle had taken the catalytic converter out to make it 

louder. Xan realized why the tech was so annoyed. This motorcycle released more toxic 

fumes all because the owner wanted it to be louder. 

Closer to the end of her shift, Xan’s attention was grabbed by a woman who had   

driven by a park visible from the shop’s window. Xan witnessed as this woman dumped          

numerous amounts of trash bags by the old oak tree. Xan heard one of the technicians 

grumble something about her before continuing his work. People did this all the time,   

mainly because people often had too much trash for their own dumpster. She understood 

that.  

On her way home from the auto repair shop, Xan received a call from her mother    

telling her to pick up dinner. Diana had ordered takeout for the three of them. Xan agreed to 

pick up the food on her way home since she rode past the restaurant anyway on her way 

home from work.  Xan took some time to observe the ocean as she rode.  Something she 

Clouds across the air 

Painting the sky black 

The loud echo of engines 

Constantly on repeat 

Rarely a difference between 

Dawn and dusk   

The symbol of a skull 

Warns others to stay far away 

Numbers of pollution don’t stop  

rising 

Rising like the anger in my soul 

What is there left to do? 

Thriving on mass production 

We cannot end it 

People’s lives would end 

I wish that I could see 

The clear blue sky again  

But the black death will remain    

forever  

“The Black Death” 

By Anna Chapman  

never noticed before was how it was now discolored with little bits of waste floating in it. 

“Isn’t the water supposed to be blue?” Xan wondered. How much waste would it even take to     

discolor an entire body of  water? Xan could not even imagine.  

When Xan brought the food home, she had dinner with her mother and her little    

brother. Upon finishing, they disposed of their plastic containers, cups and straws. Xan 

stretched her arms and legs before sitting down to do her homework. She hated  homework. 

She would be a superstar in school if it were not for all the redundant and unnecessary work. 

She could not wait to throw it all away at the end of the year.  

Upon finishing her work, Xan took a long shower. Xan replayed the events of the day 

as she washed her hair. Images of the discolored ocean, the boys throwing trash on the 

ground in the class, the woman throwing trash in the park, the toxic Harley, and the       

plastic-filled restaurant did not even cross her mind.  It was a normal day. She hummed 

“Paint it black,” to herself as she dressed for bed. When she was done, Xan flopped on her 

bed without a second thought. Trash in the ocean, trash on the ground, trash in the air. 

Trash was everywhere. Without sparing her polluted world a thought, Xan went to sleep. She 

had school in the morning.  
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“Polluted waters” 

By Naja Weinkle  

The world is burning 

Like my skin 

Without the ozone 

We are not protected within 

 

The icecaps are melting 

The world keeps turning 

No more hail is pelting 

My skin is burning 

 

We must keep going 

We must prevail 

Artwork by  Amelie Gosselin 

“Selfish Life” 

By Lauren Peake  

We the shells 

Discarded like its routine 

Treated as less important 

Are tired of the selfish life 

We the shells 

The beauty of the sea 

With our lovely patterns 

That light up the ocean with glee 

Are saddened 

By the plague 

Caused by the selfish life 

The selfish life 

So narcissistic 

So ignorant and prideful 

Have yet to see 

How we suffer in the sea 

Trash devastates us 

Pollution ruins us 

We only want 

To be free  

In the sea 

 I personally believe that the overuse of plastic bags seems to be a burden too large for society to 

responsibly handle. Day to day, humans rely on these bags for groceries, and there are billions of them 

littered around world, in both civilized and natural spaces. It is estimated that about a fifteen trillion bags 

are scattered around the oceans of the world, and they are harming those living in the Earth’s natural  

environments. If we look at sea turtles, for an example, they are known to mistakes plastic bags for jelly 

fish, and attempt to swallow them.  This causes the turtle to suffocate, resulting in an estimated one 

thousand casualties annually.  

A response to this problem would be a ban on plastic bag use in stores, as this is the most    

common place where they are used.   Reusable bags should instead be purchased and reused over and 

over.  While this does not account for all the liter that is floating in our ocean and contaminating our 

world, I feel like this is a good step to take to improve the world as an entirety.  By reducing the use of 

plastic bags, we can reduce the waste in the ocean with minimal  changes to our lives, and focus more on 

cleaning up the mess we have already made.  

“The Plague of the Plastic Bags”  

By Nelson Alghothani 

“Climate Change” 

By Juliet Jones 

Gliding through the clear blue water 

Sighting pieces of trash 

Turning the water dark and grim 

Bringing the tide a gash 

 

Boat rolling on the stormy sea 

Emerging an oil leak 

Turning the water dark and grim 

Leaving nature’s life bleak 

 

Fishermen catching every fish 

No place for them to flee 

Turning the water dark and grim 

No life left in the sea 

 

Ocean life dying everyday 

Because of me and you 

The waters will be dark and grim 

We must change what we do 

“She” 

By Shaliaya Benson 

Entry 37 

June 13, 2063 

Sometimes I think about the days when I was younger. I would go outside, pick the finest berries 

off the bush, swim in crystal clear waters, then dance under willow trees. I would bask under the sun’s rays 

from the moment it came up to the moment it went down.  Although I loved the sun and every single    

sunburn that came with it, I think nighttime was my favorite.  I would sing to the moon and beam at it 

through a telescope. I loved to count the stars with my fingers and dream of the day when I get to touch 

them. 

I grew up believing that she was perfect. Every steamy summer, warm autumn, fruitful spring, and 

every crisp winter; it was all perfect to me. Would you believe that after all those years under the sun, I 

barely even remember what it feels like anymore?  Now, when the sun shines, I cower and rush for shelter. 

When I pick berries, I search for those with the least bruises. When I swim, I swim in murky waters      

alongside fish corpses and plastic bottles. The willow tree that I once loved is now bare and weak. The 

leaves that were once so green and strong are now brown and withered.  They are so withered, when I 

step on them, they turn to dust. 

Nighttime is still my favorite, although I no longer see the stars and moon because thick blankets 

of smoke and smog have taken their place. But, I can’t blame her. She has spent thousands and thousands 

of years trying to hold it together for beings that inadvertently destroy her.  It is no wonder it has taken 

such a huge toll on her.  It seemed inevitable that she stopped fighting against it; a time where she        

realized that she was tired of giving and giving when all we did was take. 

As I go back inside, I look around and think about what life could have been if we cherished and 

cared for her the way she cherished and cared for us. 
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I was so sorry 

No really, I was 

So terribly sorry 

For causing a distraction 

So terribly sorry 

For distracting you 

My friend of several years 

Was it just you? 

Or did everyone view me 

As you just did? 

Should I be concerned 

With how much my peers 

And teachers can see? 

It was a hot day 

I dressed appropriately 

For the weather 

Artwork by  Tori Rasmussen 

“No One Will Notice” 

By Shayla Rodriguez-Barbis 

Behind the masks of fake emotions and acts 

Lies someone in need 

Someone that, in reality, suffers the most  

Others don’t see it because we hide it underneath 

We hide our worries about our insecurities   

The feeling of being judged by everyone when going out  

Our bedroom is the only place we feel safe 

We try to change ourselves everyday to fit the “standard” 

Which destroys us to the core 

No one notices because we hide 

We fear  

Sharing our feelings 

Being misunderstood 

Being judged 

For that, we decide to hide  

Behind the masks 

“Sorry” 

By Anonymous 

But according to you 

And the school 

My clothes were 

I was being inappropriate 

I was “Rated-R” 

Only intended for mature audiences 

And you are only a child 

When you tapped me on my shoulder 

And told me to cover up 

Because I was distracting you 

I felt ashamed 

I was so sorry then 

But now I’m just sorry 

I didn’t say anything 

To stand up for myself  

“If the World was Equal” 

By Shawn Thompson  

If the world was equal 

If men and women were treated equal 

Regardless of race 

Disagreements will still exist 

Women and men 

Both sexualized for their features and     

attributes 

Gender inequality is a big thing 

The solution for justice 

The arguments are hurt 

Male or female 

Boy or girl 

We are all human 

If the world was equal 

The sought for gender equality will be  

A great release 

I cannot help but stop and look 

at the shattered mirror 

Down, down, down into the  

darkness of the mirror 

Gently it goes 

The smashed 

The tattered 

The splintered 

Why would you think the         

reflection is superficial?  

The reflection is the most      

profound likeness of all 

Does the reflection make you 

shiver? 

 

“Broken Point of View” 

By Kylie Thomas 
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Some thought the little bird was born upside down 

Why else would it want to swim instead of fly? 

Not an acceptable, elegant swimmer either 

Not like the geese, or the ducks 

Like a fish, a foolish, flopping fish 

No, it wouldn’t do 

Birds are birds 

“But couldn’t a bird do both?” 

Protested the young one 

The small bird was refuted 

After all, think of the sky 

After all, think of the flight 

“Perhaps,” thought the bird 

 

Surely it would forget 

But, as it grew, it could not forget 

So it headed off, sure that it could find its way 

Artwork by  Jen Gorlewski 

“The Little Boy in the Iceberg” 

By Darian Jenkins Jr. 

Cho was a young boy. He lived in an iceberg alone with nothing but penguins 

around him. He woke up one morning and walked out of his ice encased home, as he does 

every morning, and went to play with the penguins. The penguins are always so kind and 

friendly, and they often talk to him too. Today they were not as happy.   

Cho asked the penguins, “What is wrong?” 

“The icebergs across the water where our families live are melting,” the penguins  

replied. Cho was sad hearing this news, so he decided to do something about it.  

“What is making them melt?” He asked.  

“The steam and pollution from the factories,” the penguin replied.  

Cho got in his tiny boat and crossed the water heading to the city. He got to the 

boat dock, docked his boat and started towards the factories. It was not long before he got 

to the factory and talked to the workers.  

“Hey, why are you melting the icebergs?” He asked.  

“What do you mean?” asked the worker.  

“The gas from that structure is melting the icebergs,” Cho replied. 

The workers said that there is nothing they can do about that.  Furious, Cho went 

back to his boat and went back home.  He went into his house and went to sleep. That 

night, he dreamt strange dreams.  In his dream, a bright white figure began to talk to him.  

“So you want to help the penguins, young child?” the figure asked. 

“Yes!” Cho replied.  

“I will give you the power to do anything you can imagine, but only if it is used for 

good purposes,” the figure said. He magically handed Cho the powers and disappeared 

from Cho’s dream. When Cho woke up, he thought about how to use his new powers. He 

went back to the factory to ask a workers more about what happens at the factories. After 

listening to the workers, Cho figured he would not be able to do anything about the       

factories.  So, he went back home and came up with an idea.  He used this power to create 

a cool barrier around every iceberg in the world to prevent them from melting, and it 

worked! He knew he made a good decision, and that the penguins would be also happy.   

Cho went back to his home and went to sleep. The figure came back. “Good job,” the 

figure said.  “I knew you would do the right thing.” Then, the figure disappeared. Months 

have passed and the penguins’ homes are still intact, and they are all happy, and so is Cho. 

“Not a Bird?”  

by Emily Clark  

“Perfect World”  

By Katie Smith 

The tightly tangled treetops 

Give off little light 

This chirping of daybreak 

This silence of night 

This splashing of the river 

Not a piece of trash in sight 

The most perfect world 

For which, we must fight 
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One day, it met another 

Later another 

“Perhaps, I am not alone,” thought the 

bird 

 

They reached a plane of ice and snow 

And an unimaginable amount of water 

While it was too cold to bear alone 

Together they managed 

Finally, they swam 

The cold bit deep, but the birds could 

not feel 

To the birds, this was more freeing 

then flight 

To the birds, this was all they had ever 

wanted 

So they stayed 



 

 

Artwork by  Layla Davis 

“A Letter to E.D.” 

By Lila Gillam 

Dear E.D., 

You have ruined me. You have pushed me to my lowest point and destroyed my life, yet I 

still stick by your side. I turn to you to resolve things, but you have just caused me pain. I am 

miserable, and you have cost me so much. I have no friends, no social life, and I can’t even 

go out anymore because of the misery you have put me through. Everybody thinks I have 

everything together, but I am truly wretched. You continue to deprive me of everything. I am 

not myself anymore, and it is because of you. You took my spirit and my happiness away. My 

body is frail and I am weaker than ever, but you stick in my brain and convince me to be 

afraid. Afraid of food, and afraid of the way I will look when I eat. I can’t enjoy anything    

anymore. You fight me every day, convincing me to continue to suffer and achieve an       

unrealistic goal.  I am tired, I am weak, and I am sick of obsessing over calories and what I 

can or can’t put in my body. I am mentally and physically drained.  

Why do I give in to you? Why do I come back to you so easily, knowing that you will destroy 

me and my mind over and over again? I am done with you and your destructive ways. I want 

to be comfortable in my own skin again, and I am ready to be healthy and happy. Our       

relationship is no longer. You are just a voice in my head, and I will overcome you. Goodbye 

E.D. 

Sincerely, 

Your victim no more 

“Don’t Rub It In”  

By Aja Beck 

Don’t rub it in 

You know my patience is running thin  

Don’t you get tired? 

From lighting this fire? 

Even though I hurt  

As I wipe my blood with my shirt  

You always seem to advert  

Your attention away  

Ruining every day 

With the things you say  

So don’t rub it in 

“Her Thoughts” 

By Ella Humphrey 

Her thoughts float around her 

Staying there, even when they are ignored 

New thoughts are added as days go by 

Once there, there is not any more space 

Her thoughts explode like a popped balloon 

Drowning her in her negative thoughts and anxieties 

Leaving her so dazed in her thoughts 

She is unable to concentrate on the world around her 

“Goddesses of Fate” 

By Bertha G. 

These are the Goddesses of Fate 

They are the Eyes of the Universe 

The All Knowing Beings 

They know the child that is born, 

when it is born, and they know the 

children’s death, when they die 

They know the cry of a woman as 

her womb is torn by birth. They 

know the cry of the child as it   

enters the world 

They know the cry of the child as 

it weeps for food, and the cry of 

the child as it attempts to express 

its emotion 

They know the cry of the man as 

he creates his kin 

They know the cry of the man in 

war as he avenges his comrades 

And they know the cry of the ones 

who lost their life in battle, and 

those who weep the lost 

They know what will happen to 

each being that ever lives, their 

life story from beginning to end 

They cannot change the fate once 

they create it, they simply watch 

one live its thread of life 

And they watch again…and 

again…and again, until it reaches 

its end 

For Eternity 

These are the Women of Fate, the 

weavers of life 
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“The Shadow” 

By Roberto Santiago 

He does not have a name.  Many like to call him a shadow in the streets.  He does 

not talk. He does not sleep. He is rarely seen by those around and the few who have only 

seen glimmers, therefore little is known about him.  Yet, everyone knows one fact: he never 

had a thing.  He does not know his parents or have a place to call home,. He does not even 

eat much food or have clean clothes.  He does not work, so many people wonder, “what 

does he do?”  For 6 years, he has been known as a shadow.  Some doubt he even exists.  

Since his arrival, strange things have happened. Food has disappeared from some homes, 

showing up in other homes.  Money magically is taken from one person, only for it to arrive 

on another person’s doorstep. Theories exist that this is the shadow’s work, but no one is 

for sure.  If it is him, how does he do it?  There are cameras in stores, banks, and streets, 

yet nothing is ever captured on tape. It feels as if the shadow is something maybe we have 

yet to understand.  Maybe the shadow is not a person, but how does someone explain what 

has been happening?  

One person has spent 6 years trying to understand the shadow since it arrived. She 

still has little understanding.  All she has are theories, all coming back short of an answer. 

After 6 years, she was ready to give up.  She had tested what seems like 200 theories, with 

only one left to prove. Maybe the shadow is not a person.  It did not make sense because 

the few sightings of him had shown a man, an actual person.  A person who lost everything 

before he arrived.  Yet, she asked herself, “how does someone know that about him if he 

does not talk or is rarely seen?” Then a strange thought came into her mind, one that did 

not seem like her own.  She realized how the shadow talks: It uses communication through 

the mind, creating thoughts is other’s heads. It did not make sense, yet it was the answer.  

An answer without an explanation. The shadow then left one more thing in her head, “Help 

those who you do not see. Help those who are a shadow.”  

After that, the shadow or the shadow’s work was not seen in the town. The work he 

did for 6 years 

was stopped. No 

more money or 

food showing up 

on doorsteps. The 

person who   

studied the   

shadow for 6 

years now        

understood. She 

was to become 

the new shadow. 

She was to       

continue his work 

and convince  

others to join. 

The rest of her 

life was devoted 

to these ideals. 

So, for every day 

forward, she 

whispers to     

herself, “The      

shadow helps 

those in 

the 

dark.” 

“Monsters” 

By Lexi Raines 

Monsters, lurking and hiding in every shadow, every dark corner of the street,     

looking for their victims. The young and the old, men and women. These monsters do not 

see them as people, only as their prey. These monsters take “NO” and fighting as actions of                 

encouragement and humor, feeding off fear.  

These monsters, who used to be human, have lost all their human qualities to their 

horrible, unforgivable actions. While appearing human on the outside, on the inside, they 

have morphed and shifted into horrible creatures with horns, fangs, and claws. They hide 

their form, and it is only when they trap their victim that their true selves are revealed.  

Artwork by Lexi Raines 
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Time is something that 

Is not on my side. 

I wasted it all just trying to find 

Some love from you. 

I  

Never thought that  

you would’ve hurt me 

Not physically but mostly 

Mentally. 

Enough from you 

Cause… 

I  

Will 

Die 

With  

You on my mind 

Oh well.  

Cause… 

I  

Will  

Die  

With you on my mind 

Oh well. 

Soon, I will be released from this world 

And I will forget about you girl. 

The way that you had forgot about me. 

I see that you truly don’t even care. 

I already know that life isn’t fair  

And I know  

That you had forgot about me.  

I’m tripping. 

You don’t listen. 

“In Her Cove” 

By Lainey Strack 

The child in me wants to live 

She wants to escape the chains that have locked me into my blue abyss 

She hides from me, scared of the zombie I’ve become 

She closes her eyes when they begin to burn 

The salt seeps in and the world becomes a blur 

She covers her ears when my screams become too loud 

Sobs tear through my lips and water fills my lungs 

She gasps and coughs and fights for air 

But as she struggles, I float 

She grips her stomach when I begin to feel worthless 

Eating becomes a chore and the starvation becomes satisfaction 

The child in me likes to hide 

So she hides in my heart 

She feels the ache all around her 

Beating against the vacant walls 

The emptiness overwhelms her 

But, my heart has become her comforting cove 

In her cove, the murky water cannot absorb her as it did me 

In her cove, the screams are only faint echoes 

In her cove, she is surrounded by the parts of me that still wish to live 

She can feel the last time I was held by the girl that I love 

She can feel the remains of all the happiness 

Being torn out of me by these monstrous waves 

She is no less scared of me as she rests, but she has found her lifeline 

So as I scream, as I starve, as I drown 

I stay alive 

Not for the woman I’ve become, but for the little girl who hides in my heart 

“Take a Bigger Piece” 

By Kristofer Vasquez-Salmoran 

Artwork by Georgia Gosselin 

I want you  

To pay attention. 

I’m so tired of all this tension. 

I want to leave this dimension.  

But the truth is 

That I’m still 

In love with you. 

Cause… 

I  

Will  

Die  

With you on my mind 

Oh well. 

Cause… 

I  

Will  

Die  

With you on my mind 

Oh well.  
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“The Gift of Truth” 

By Wilson McLaughlin 

Truth is like a seed 

You bare it 

It grows 

You deny it 

You reap what you sow 

A wise person will listen  

A fool will dismiss it 

Truth can take you far 

While a lie can set you apart 

Truth is a gift 

Will you accept it? 

Or will you go with sin 

And create a lie? 
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